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Abstract: The SignSpeak project will be the first step to approach sign language
recognition and translation at levels already obtained in similar technologies such
as automatic speech recognition or statistical machine translation of spoken lan-
guages.
Deaf communities revolve around sign languages as they are their natural means of
communication. Although deaf, hard of hearing and hearing signers can commu-
nicate without boundaries amongst themselves, there is a serious challenge for the
deaf community in trying to integrate into educational, social and work environ-
ments.
The overall goal of SignSpeak is to develop a new vision-based technology for
recognizing and translating continuous sign language to text.
New knowledge about the nature of sign language structure from the perspective
of machine recognition of continuous sign language will allow a subsequent break-
through in the development of a new vision-based technology for continuous sign
language recognition and translation.
Existing and new publicly available corpora will be used to evaluate the research
progress throughout the whole project.
1 Introduction
The SignSpeak project is one of the first EU funded projects that tackles the problem of auto-
matic recognition and translation of continuous sign language.
The overall goal of the SignSpeak project is to develop a new vision-based technology for
recognizing and translating continuous sign language (i.e. provide Video-to-Text technologies),
in order to provide new e-Services to the deaf community and to improve their communication
with the hearing people.
The current rapid development of sign language research is partly due to advances in technol-
ogy, including of course the spread of Internet, but especially the advance of computer technol-
ogy enabling the use of digital video. The main research goals are related to a better scientific
understanding and vision-based technological development for continuous sign language recog-
nition and translation:
• understanding sign language requires better linguistic knowledge
• large vocabulary recognition requires more robust feature extraction methods and a mod-
eling of the signs at a sub-word unit level
• statistical machine translation requires large bilingual annotated corpora and a better lin-
guistic knowledge for phrase-based modeling and alignment
Therefore, the SignSpeak project combines innovative scientific theory and vision-based tech-
nology development by gathering novel linguistic research and the most advanced techniques in
image analysis, automatic speech recognition (ASR) and statistical machine translation (SMT)
within a common framework.
1.1 Sign Languages in Europe
Although sign languages are used by a significant number of people, only a few member states
of the European Union (EU) have recognized their national sign language on a constitutional
level: Finland (1995), Slovak Republic (1995), Portugal (1997), Czech Republic (1998 & 2008),
Austria (2005), and Spain (2007). The European Union of the Deaf (EUD)1 is a European non-
profit making organization which aims to establish and maintain EU level dialogue with the
“hearing world” in consultation and co-operation with its member National Deaf Associations.
The EUD is the only organization representing the interests of Deaf Europeans at European
Union level. The EUD has 30 full members (27 EU countries plus Norway, Iceland & Switzer-
land), and 6 affiliated members (Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Turkey
& Israel). Their main goals are the recognition of the right to use an indigenous sign language,
the empowerment through communication and information, and the equality in education and
employment. In 2008, the EUD estimated about 650,000 Sign Language users in Europe, with
about 7,000 official Sign Language Interpreters, resulting in approximately 93 sign language
users to 1 sign language interpreter (EUD Survey, 2008). However, the number of sign language
users might be much higher, as it is difficult to estimate an exact number – e.g. late-deafened or
hard of hearing people who need interpreter services are not always counted as deaf people in
these statistics.
1.2 Linguistic Research in Sign Languages
Linguistic research on sign languages started in the 1950s, with initial studies of Tervoort [19]
and Stokoe [18]. In the USA, the recognition of sign languages as an important linguistic re-
search object only started in the 1970s, with Europe following in the 1980s. Only since 1990,
sign language research has become a truly world-wide enterprise, resulting in the foundation
of the Sign Language Linguistics Society in 20042. Linguistic research have targeted all areas
of linguistics, with the exception of ‘phonetics’. The current rapid development of sign lan-
guage research is partly caused by advances in technology, including of course the spread of the
Internet, but especially the advance of computer technology enabling the use of digital video.
Vision-based sign language recognition has only been attempted on the basis of small sets of
elicited data (Corpora) recorded under lab conditions (only from one to three signers and under
controlled colour and brightness ambient conditions), without the use of spontaneous signing.
The same restriction holds for linguistic research on sign languages. Due to the extremely time-
consuming work of linguistic annotation, studying sign languages has necessarily been confined
to small selections of data. Depending on ones research strategy, researchers either choose to
record small sets of spontaneous signing which will then be transcribed to be able to address
the linguistic question at hand, or native signer intuitions about what forms a correct utterance.
1.3 Research and Challenges in Automatic Sign Language Recognition
In [15, 22] reviews on research in sign language and gesture recognition are presented. In
the following we briefly discuss the most important topics to build up a large vocabulary sign
1http://www.eud.eu
2http://www.slls.eu
language recognition system.
Languages and Available Resources. Almost all publicly available resources, which have
been recorded under lab conditions for linguistic research purposes, have in common that the
vocabulary size, the types/token ratio (TTR), and signer/speaker dependency are closely related
to the recording and annotation costs. Data-driven approaches with systems being automatically
trained on these corpora do not generalize very well, as the structure of the signed sentences
has often been designed in advance [1], or offer small variations only [24, 7, 4], resulting in
probably over-fitted language models. Additionally, most self-recorded corpora consists only
of a limited number of signers [21, 2].
In the recently very active research area of sign language recognition, a new trend towards
broadcast news or weather forecast news can be observed. The problem of aligning an American
Sign Language (ASL) sign with an English text subtitle is considered in [11]. In [3, 6], the
goal is to automatically learn a large number of British Sign Language (BSL) signs from TV
broadcasts. Due to limited preparation time of the interpreters, the grammatical differences
between “real-life” sign language and the sign language used in TV broadcast (being more
close to Signed Exact English (SEE)) are often significant.
Environment Conditions and Feature Extraction. Further difficulties for such sign language
recognition frameworks arise due to different environment assumptions. Most of the methods
developed assume closed-world scenarios, e.g. simple backgrounds, special hardware like data
gloves, limited sets of actions, and a limited number of signers, resulting in different problems
in sign language feature extraction or modeling.
Modeling of the Signs. In continuous sign language recognition, as well as in speech recog-
nition, coarticulation effects have to be considered. One of the challenges in the recognition of
continuous sign language on large corpora is the definition and modelling of the basic building
blocks of sign language. The use of whole-word models for the recognition of sign language
with a large vocabulary is unsuitable, as there is usually not enough training material available
to robustly train the parameters of the individual word models. A suitable definition of sub-word
units for sign language recognition would probably alleviate the burden of insufficient data for
model creation.
In ASR, words are modelled as a concatenated sub-word units. These sub-word units are
shared among the different word-models and thus the available training material is distributed
over all word-models. On the one hand, this leads to better statistical models for the sub-
word units, and on the other hand it allows to recognize words which have never been seen
in the training procedure using lexica. According to the linguistic work on sign language by
Stokoe [18], a phonological model for sign language can be defined, dividing signs into their
four constituent visemes, such as the hand shapes, hand orientations, types of hand movements,
and body locations at which signs are executed. Additionally, non-manual components like
facial expression and body posture are used. However, no suitable decomposition of words
into sub-word units is currently known for the purposes of a large vocabulary sign language
recognition system (e.g. a grapheme-to-phoneme like conversion and use of a pronunciation
lexicon).
1.4 Research and Challenges in Statistical Machine Translation of Sign Languages
While the first papers on sign language translations only date back to roughly a decade [20] and
typically employed rule-based systems, several research groups have recently focussed on data-
driven approaches. In [17], a SMT system has been developed for German and German sign
language in the domain weather reports. Their work describes the addition of pre- and post-
processing steps to improve the translation for this language pairing. The authors of [14] have
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Figure 1: Bayes’ decision rule used in ASR and ASLR systems.
explored example-based MT approaches for the language pair English and sign language of the
Netherlands with further developments being made in the area of Irish sign language. In [5], a
system is presented for the language pair Chinese and Taiwanese sign language. The optimizing
methodologies are shown to outperform a simple SMT model. In the work of [16], some basic
research is done on Spanish and Spanish sign language with a focus on a speech-to-gesture
architecture.
2 Speech and Sign Language Recognition
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is the conversion of an acoustic signal (sound) into a se-
quence of written words (text).
Due to the high variability of the speech signal, speech recognition – outside lab conditions
– is known to be a hard problem. Most decisions in speech recognition are interdependent,
as word and phoneme boundaries are not visible in the acoustic signal, and the speaking rate
varies. Therefore, decisions cannot be drawn independently but have to be made within a certain
context, leading to systems that recognize whole sentences rather than single words.
One of the key idea in speech recognition is to put all ambiguities into probability distributions
(so called stochastic knowledge sources, see Figure 1). Then, by a stochastic modelling of the
phoneme and word models, a pronunciation lexicon and a language model, the free parameters
of the speech recognition framework are optimized using a large training data set. Finally, all the
interdependencies and ambiguities are considered jointly in a search process which tries to find
the best textual representation of the captured audio signal. In contrast, rule-based approaches
try to solve the problems more or less independently.
In order to design a speech recognition system, four crucial problems have to be solved:
1. preprocessing and feature extraction of the input signal,
2. specification of models and structures for the words to be recognized,
3. learning of the free model parameters from the training data, and
4. search the maximum probability over all models during recognition (see Figure 1).
Figure 2: Complete six components-engine necessary to build a Sign-To-Speech system (com-
ponents: automatic sign language recognition (ASLR), automatic speech recognition (ASR),
machine translation (MT), and text-to-speech/sign (TTS))
Differences Between Spoken Language and Sign Language. Main differences between spo-
ken language and sign language are due to language characteristics like simultaneous facial
and hand expressions, references in the virtual signing space, and grammatical differences as
explained more detailed in [9]:
Simultaneousness: Major issue in sign language recognition compared to speech recognition
– a signer can use different communication channels (facial expression, hand movement,
and body posture) in parallel.
Signing Space: Entities like persons or objects can be stored in a 3D body-centered space
around the signer, by executing them at a certain location and later just referencing them
by pointing to the space – challenging is to define a model for spatial information han-
dling.
Coarticulation and Epenthesis: In continuous sign language recognition, as well as in speech
recognition, coarticulation effects have to be considered. Due to location changes in the
3D signing space, we have to deal with the movement epenthesis problem [21, 23]. Move-
ment epenthesis refers to movements which occur regularly in natural sign language in
order to change the location in signing space. Movement epenthesis conveys no meaning
in itself but rather changes the meaning of succeeding signs.
Silence: opposed to automatic speech recognition, where usually the energy of the audio signal
is used for the silence detection in the sentences, new spatial features and models will
have to be defined for silence detection in sign language recognition. Silence cannot be
detected by simply analyzing motion in the video, because words can be signed by just
holding a particular posture in the signing space over time.
3 Towards a Speech-to-Speech Translation System
The interpersonal communication problem between signer and hearing community could be re-
solved by building up a new communication bridge integrating components for sign-, speech-,
and text-processing. To build a sign-to-speech translator for a new language, a six component-
engine must be integrated (see Figure 2), where each component is in principle language in-
dependent, but requires language dependent parameters/models. The models are usually auto-
matically trained but require large annotated corpora. In SignSpeak, a theoretical study will be
carried out about how the new communication bridge between deaf and hearing people could
be built up by analyzing and adapting the ASLR and MT components technologies for sign
language processing.
Once the different modules are integrated within a common communication platform, the com-
munication could be handled over 3G phones, media center TVs, or video telephone devices.
The following application scenarios would be possible:
• e-learning of sign language
• automatic transcription of video e-mails, video documents, or video-SMS
• video subtitling
The novel features of such systems provide new ways for solving industrial problems. The
technological breakthrough of SignSpeak will clearly impact in other applications fields:
Improving human-machine communication by gesture: vision-based systems are opening
new paths and applications for human-machine communication by gesture, e.g. Play Sta-
tion’s EyeToy or Microsoft Xbox’s Natal Project3, which could be interesting for physi-
cally disabled individuals or even blind people as well.
Medical sector: new communication methods by gesture are being investigated to improve
the communication between the medical staff with the computer and other electronic
equipments. Another application in this sector is related to web- or video-based e-Care /
e-Health treatments.
Surveillance sector: person detection and recognition of body parts or dangerous objects, and
their tracking within video sequences.
4 Experimental Results and Requirements
In order to build a Sign-To-Speech system, reasonably sized corpora have to be created for the
data-driven approaches. For a limited domain speech recognition task as e.g. presented in [12],
systems with a vocabulary size of up to 10k words have to trained with at least 700k words
to obtain a reasonable performance, i.e. about 70 observations per vocabulary entry. Similar
values must be obtained for a limited domain translation task as e.g. presented in [13].
Similar corpora statistics can be observed for other ASR or MT tasks. The requirements for
a sign language corpus suitable for recognition and translation can therefore be summarized as
follows:
• annotations should be domain specific (i.e. broadcast news, or weather forecasts, etc.)
• for a vocabulary size smaller than 4k words, each word should be observed at least 20
times
• the singleton ratio should ideally stay below 40%
Existing corpora must be extended to achieve a good performance w.r.t. recognition and trans-
lation. During the SignSpeak project, the existing RWTH-Phoenix corpus [17] will be extended
to meet these demands (see Table 1).
For automatic sign language recognition, promising results have been achieved for continuous
sign language recognition under lab conditions [1, 8]. Even if the performances of the automatic
learning approaches presented in [11] and [3, 6] are still quite low, they represent an interesting
approach for further research.
3http://www.xbox.com/en-US/live/projectnatal/
Table 1: Expected corpus annotation progress of the RWTH-Phoenix corpus in comparison to
the limited domain IWSLT corpus.
RWTH-Phoenix IWSLT
year 2009 2011
recordings 78 400 -
running words 10k 50k 200k
vocabulary size 0.6k 2.5k 10k
T/T ratio 15 20 20
For the task of sign-to-speech recognition and translation, promising results on the publicly
available benchmark database RWTH-BOSTON-104 have been achieved for automatic sign
language recognition [8] and translation [9, 10] that can be used as baseline reference for other
researchers. However, the preliminary results on the larger RWTH-BOSTON-400 database
show the limitations of the proposed framework and the need for better visual features, models,
and corpora [7].
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